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Talking about personal qualities
3 Choose the correct words.

1 Generous / Patient people give a lot of 
presents and money.

2 Somebody who is heroic / honest is ready 
to do something amazing and difficult. 

3 Tessa is confident / sympathetic. She 
understands other people’s problems. 

4 People who are kind / patient don’t get 
angry when they have to wait for something. 

5 Fair / Brave people aren’t afraid to do 
something difficult or dangerous. 

6 Jimmy always thinks about how to make 
his friends happy. He’s very organized / 
thoughtful. 

4 Read the descriptions. Complete the puzzle 
using adjectives from the summary to describe 
the people. The letters in grey will make a 
mystery word. 
1 Jon always tells the truth.
2 Lucy thinks fast and learns quickly. 
3 Alex treats everyone in the same way.
4 Kevin plans his work first and then he follows 

the plan. 
5 Olivia is nice and friendly to other people. 
6 Helen knows that she can do things well. 

1 Jon
2 Lucy
3 Alex
4 Kevin
5 Olivia
6 Helen

Summary

Verbs: taking action
aim  ban  belief  believe  boycott  campaign  
donate  donation  end  proposal  propose  
protest  sign  signature  support  supporter  
volunteer
Talking about personal qualities
brave  clever  confident  fair  generous   
heroic  honest  kind  organized  patient  
sympathetic  thoughtful

Verbs: taking action
1 Are the words nouns or verbs? Write N or V.  

Some words are both.
 donate  N
 volunteer  N, V
1 believe  
2 supporter  
3 end  
4 aim  
5 proposal  
6 boycott  
7 propose  
8 signature  
9 protest  

10 ban  

2 Read the text and choose the correct words.  
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the machines have to stay. However, the 
school council wants to 10aim / propose 
a different solution to this problem. They 
will open a school shop with healthy 
snacks like apples or nuts. If you would like 
to make a 11donation / donate, bring some 
healthy snacks to the school store in the 
morning. Student 12volunteers / boycotts 
will be selling them during the lunch 
break. I love this idea!

Unhealthy snacks
There are ten new vending machines in 
our school. They sell unhealthy snacks 
such as sweets or crisps. A lot of students 
love them, but some 1believe / belief the 
school should 2ban / end these machines 
and offer healthy snacks instead. The 
school council have started a 3sign / 
campaign. Their 4aim / supporter is to 
5proposal / boycott the machines. They 
wrote a 6proposal / protest and put it 
online. Then they sent the link to everyone 
at school because they hoped to get more 
than 200 7signatures / donations. Signing 
means you 8support / supporter the 
removal of the machines from school. 

Unfortunately, fewer than a hundred 
people 9signed / ended the document so 


